Abstract − In this paper time series wave data are simulated by the Monte Calo method using random numbers to generate random phases of the wave signal. The simulated wave signasl are used to study the characteristics of freak waves. Various sea states are represented by combinations of the significant wave height H s defined in the spectrum method and the significant wave steepness S s . For a fixed value of S s , the probability of the occurrence of the freak wave is decreased as H s increases. For a fixed value of H s the probability of the occurrence of the freak wave increases as S s increases. The average value of the maximum wave height increase as S s increases, but the average height of freak wave remains the same and the value approaches two times of H s . For the fixed value of S s , average kurtosis of wave elevation increases as H s increases, but for a fixed H s , the average kurtosis decreases as S s increases. The average of abnormality index(AI) is around 2.11 irregardless of H s and S s . The maximum value of AI lies between 2.5 -3.0. Therefore it is conjectured that AI maximum due to linear focusing is 3.0. 
서 론
유의파첨도(significant wave steepness) S s 는 다음과 같이 주어진다. 참고문헌
